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Abstract

A key problem for many industrial processes is to limit exposure to system malfunction. However, it is often the case that
control cost minimization is prioritized over model identification. Indeed, model identification is typically not considered in
production optimization, which can lead to delayed awareness and alerting of malfunction. In this paper, we address the
problem of simultaneous production optimization and system identification. We develop new algorithms based on modifier
adaptation and reinforcement learning, which efficiently manage the tradeoff between cost minimization and identification.
For two case studies based on a chemical reactor and subsea oil and gas exploration, we show that our algorithms yield control
costs comparable to existing methods while yielding rapid identification of system degradation.

1 Introduction

In industrial processes, the dynamics can vary dramat-
ically depending on the system degradation. For exam-
ple, oil and gas flow during extraction from a subsea oil
reservoir depends in a complex way on the degradation
of a compressor [1]. A fundamental problem is therefore
to optimize control inputs, accounting for uncertainty in
the system behavior. At the same time, it is desirable to
identify the state of the degradation in order to perform
auxiliary tasks such as system maintenance.

In many cases, it is useful to approximate the set of
potential degraded states as a finite set. In the context
of oil and gas extraction, this finite set may correspond
to a “healthy” state and one or more “degraded” states.
In each case, the corresponding system behaviors are
qualitatively different.

In practice, identification of degraded states is often
carried out separately from control input optimization
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(e.g., [2]). Indeed, as the finite set of degraded states only
yields approximate system behaviors, techniques such as
modifier adaptation [3] are required in any case in order
to account for plant-model mismatch in the set of system
models. Moreover, the exploration required to find near-
optimal control inputs complicates state identification.

Nevertheless, separating degraded state identification
and production optimization has its own drawbacks.
This is particularly clear when the degraded state cor-
responding, e.g., to a compressor, varies over time. As
maintenance should be performed as soon as, for exam-
ple, the compressor is not “healthy”, performing identi-
fication after production optimization can lead to costly
delays or conservative estimates of the time when the
compressor transitions to a degraded state.

In this paper, we develop new algorithms for online pro-
duction optimization and degraded state identification
in a joint fashion. In particular, we consider the scenario
where noisy observations of the steady state for the pro-
cess dynamics are available. In this scenario, the general
problem of control optimization and identification can
be formulated as a partially observed Markov decision
problem (POMDP). However, both observation and ac-
tion spaces (corresponding to controls 1 and identified

1 Modifier Adaptation, introduced in Section 3, is a steady-
state production optimization method, which allows the op-
timization on variables other than the system manipulated
variables. For generalization purposes, these steady-state de-
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degraded states) are uncountable, which means that ob-
taining solutions with guarantees is computationally in-
tractable.

To resolve this challenge, we introduce a novel reduction
in the action space by exploiting modifier adaptation.
Instead of selecting a control from an uncountable set,
our approach only requires optimization over a finite set
of potential degraded states models. In order to improve
model identification, we also introduce a regularization
term consisting of a Jensen-Shannon divergence [4]. As
such, depending on a weight trading off exploitation and
exploration, the criterion for optimization of the control
also accounts for the information that will be gained.
Based on two case studies in the context of a chemical
reactor and subsea oil and gas exploration, we show that
our algorithms yield an economic performance compara-
ble to existing methods [5] with improved identification
of changes to degraded states.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Modifier Adaptation (MA)

Given a real-time optimization scheme with plant-model
mismatch and noisy observations, modifier adaptation
[3] provides a means of optimizing the input control
and reaching plant optimality. MA iteratively refines the
model using measurements and plant gradient estimates
such that, under certain conditions, the computed in-
puts converge to a “true” cost-minimising value.

The need to estimate plant gradients is an important
practical challenge of MA applications. Several variants
have been proposed to deal with this issue. To name
a few: [6] proposed a nested modifier-adaption scheme
based on derivative-free algorithms that does not re-
quire plant gradient estimation; instead of correcting
the model in all input directions, [7] suggested an MA
variant that relies on directional derivatives; [8] and [9]
trained Gaussian processes from past measurements for
capturing plant-model mismatch, which avoided extra
plant probing for gradient estimation.

Since computing accurate plant gradients in MA applica-
tions has been thoroughly investigated, we assume that
we have a technique available to do so with reasonable
accuracy. A second challenge in MA is that feasibility
of the computed inputs is guaranteed only after conver-
gence. [10] found sufficient conditions to ensure MA fea-
sibility before convergence; however, the proposed ap-
proach requires the inference of the Lipschitz constants
of the plant. As an alternative, [11] proposed that feasi-
bility can be guaranteed by computing the MA iterations
based on convex upper bounds of the plant. The draw-
back is the need to estimate second order information of
the plant based on plant measurements. More recently,
[12] used an aggregate model, which combined several

cision variables are referred to, in this paper, as “controls”.

models of the plant. This aggregate model provided an
approximation for the convex upper bounds of the plant.

Along the same lines, [5,13] designed a MA variant for
cases where several models of the plant are available but
only one is used at a time. Here, the cost-minimising con-
trol input is computed while identifying the model that
best fits the plant from an available set. Despite not fo-
cusing on guaranteeing feasibility, the method provided
the framework for studies considering production opti-
mization and system condition identification in a joint
fashion.

2.2 Prognostics and health management: system condi-
tion identification

Maintenance has traditionally been performed only
when the equipment breaks or the performance sig-
nificantly decreases. In recent years, however, a shift
towards prognostics and health management (PHM) is
taking place [14]. In PHM, models are used for detecting
whether an equipment has deviated from its normal op-
erating condition and for predicting failures in advance.
As a consequence, the focus shifts to mitigate or avoid
faults altogether, not only react when a fault occurs [15].

A variety of PHM approaches can be found in the lit-
erature and they are classified according to the nature
of the applied models [16]: model-based approaches are
characterized by using a first principles model repre-
sentation of the system (e.g. [17]); knowledge-based ap-
proaches are based on experience and heuristics, which
are typically implemented as logic and IF/THEN com-
mands (e.g. [18]); and data-driven approaches use statis-
tical methods or machine learning for fault diagnosis, or
to forecast the system degradation trends (e.g. [19–21]).

Independently of the chosen approach, PHM is currently
carried out offline for assisting the the operator’s deci-
sion making [22]. This presents a disadvantage due to
the operator’s limited reaction time, and the fact that
his/her decision may not be optimal. Hence, initial ef-
forts have been made to combine control and health
prognostics with the development of fault-tolerant [23]
and health-aware controllers [24]. The latter aims at
providing means of optimizing the system economically
while taking system degradation into account. However,
the ability to identify the degraded state online is still a
significant technical challenge.

2.3 Combining production optimization and system
condition identification

If models for different degraded states are available (for
example, for a healthy and degraded compressor), one
alternative for system condition identification is to use
sequential hypothesis testing [25]. It provides online al-
gorithms to perform degraded state identification in the
presence of noisy observations. Sequential hypothesis
testing algorithms are obtained as solutions to a partic-
ular POMDP, where costs are defined in terms of the
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probability of misidentification and the expected stop-
ping time. As such, the control input and associated con-
trol costs are not considered.

Similarly, a number of other works have also considered
variations on the identification problem. We point out
in particular [26], where mixed integer nonlinear pro-
gramming is used to find the best fit within a family
of approximating functions. In the context of parame-
ter estimation, Bayesian methods have been developed
for function-valued observations (e.g., [27]), given that
the structure of model equations is known. See [28], for
applications to biological systems.

We remark that data-driven approaches have appeared
recently in the literature in general. In one line of work,
data is used in the identification process. Here, the input-
output (IO) relationships of the system are identified
based mainly on data. In [29], the authors used a neural
network to capture the IO relationships of a complex in-
dustrial process, and then used the identified model to
optimize the system. For speeding up and improving the
network training step, the authors proposed a data di-
mensionality reduction algorithm based on t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding methods. Despite pre-
senting good results, pure data-based models like the
neural network used in [29] can still benefit from using
some process knowledge. For that end, [30] used avail-
able plant data to obtain a model structure based on
graphlet representation taking into account specific pro-
cess information such as the effect of raw material com-
position on product purity. Then, the authors applied
the obtained model for optimizing production in ethy-
lene plants. Our work is complementary in considering
a situation wherein the control IO structure is known to
be among one of a few set of possible models, a common
but not universal scenario.

The joint identification and production optimization
problem can also be formulated as a POMDP; albeit
with an uncountable action space. For finite action
spaces, there is a vast literature on optimal control of
POMDPs beginning with the seminal work in [31]. Re-
cently, there have also been investigations into optimal
control of POMDPs with infinite action spaces [32];
however, generally applicable and tractable algorithms
are not available in this case.

In the context of nonlinear dynamic systems, active
adaptive control addresses the identification of operat-
ing modes from which a control can then be computed
[33]. These techniques typically require more fidelity
in the models, whereas we are interested in cases with
significant plant-model mismatch noise.

As mentioned, the closest work on the joint identification
and control input optimization problem addressed in this
paper appears in [5,13]. While modifier adaptation is
exploited to find the optimal control, identification is
based on a heuristic of choosing the least norm defined
on the modifiers across the set of models. In contrast, our

work formalizes the problem as a POMDP and provides
procedures for obtaining an approximate solution.

3 Problem Formulation

Consider a plant with a steady-state map at time k,
ỹk : Rn 7→ Rm in response to a control input u ∈ Rn.
If the true plant steady-state as a function of the con-
trol input is perfectly known, then the main challenge
is to optimize u in order to minimize economic costs.
Formally, this corresponds to the following steady-state
economic optimization problem at time k,

uk = argmin
u∈U⊆Rn

φ(u, ỹk(u)),

s.t. g(u, ỹk(u)) ≤ 0,
(1)

where U ⊆ Rn is a the input constraint set, φ : Rn ×
Rm → R≤0 is an economic cost function, and g : Rn×Rm
is the constraint function.

In practice, the true steady-state ỹk(u) at time k is not
perfectly known and is instead approximated by a model
m, yielding the steady state approximation y(u;m). It
is therefore necessary to perform model identification in
addition to control input optimization. Moreover, given
a control input u, only noisy observations of ỹk(u) and

the gradient ∂ỹk(u)
∂u are available. In particular, we as-

sume that for a sequence of control inputs {uk}Kk=1, the
observations are given by

ypk(uk) = ỹk(uk) + zk, k = 0, . . . ,K,

∂ypk
∂u

(uk) =
∂ỹk
∂u

(uk) +wk, k = 0, . . . ,K, (2)

where zk ∼ N (0,Σ) are independent Gaussian random
vectors on Rm and wk ∼ N (0,Σg) are independent
Gaussian random matrices on Rm×n.

A natural framework for optimizing the control input
given the true model is unknown is to view the system as
a POMDP. Standard references on reinforcement learn-
ing (RL) are [34,35] and on POMDPs [36]. A POMDP
formulation of the joint model identification and control
optimization problem is defined as follows:

(i) State Space: The state space is a set of functions
V. In particular, the state at time k is the function
ỹk : U→ Rm in V.

(ii) Action Space: The action space corresponds to the
set of controls U ⊂ Rn and the choice of estimated
model ŷk ∈ V. The action at time k is denoted by
(uk, ŷk) ∈ U× V.

(iii) Transition Probability: The transition probability
is given by the kernel P(ỹk(·) ∈ A|ỹk−1,uk),A ⊂
V, k = 1, . . . , n.

(iv) Observations: The observations given a control in-
put uk, are given by Eq. (2).
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(v) Reward: Let β > 0. The expected reward is given
by

RK

= −E
[
K∑
k=0

φ(uk, ŷk(uk))− β1{ỹk(u)=ŷk(u), ∀u∈U}

]
.

(3)

where β represents a reward for correct model identifi-
cation. Note that the problem is a POMDP rather than
a Markov decision process due to the uncertain observa-
tions; i.e., the true process dynamics, ỹk, are not avail-
able. Moreover, the action space is uncountable and the
state space is a function space. Obtaining an optimal
policy for this POMDP would also require estimation
of a probability kernel on an uncountable space and the
reward profile for every possible map from the observed
state ypk−1 to subsequent control uk. As such, solving
this POMDP is intractable, and we seek approximate
solutions.

In order to proceed, we assume that it is desirable
to identify the best model mk at each time k drawn
from a discrete set mk ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, and that the
true model remains fixed over a sufficiently long pe-
riod of time. Each model mk corresponds to a different
steady-state function ỹk(·;mk). Although none of the
models in {1, . . . ,M} may correspond to the true plant
steady-state, they may represent qualitatively different
behavior; e.g., “healthy” or “degraded”.

The problem is then to optimize the control inputs uk
in order to maximize the expected reward in Eq. (3),
while exploiting the structure of the approximate models
{1, . . . ,M}. In the following section, we overview a key
technique, known as modifier adaptation, that will be
used to account for imperfections in the models.

4 Modifier Adaptation and a Baseline Algo-
rithm

A key technique in order to optimize controls with un-
certain knowledge of the plant steady-state is modifier
adaptation. It has also been observed in [5] that modi-
fier adaptation can be utilized to perform model identifi-
cation. In this section, we overview modifier adaptation
and the approach in [5]. In Section 5, we will develop
new model identification and control optimization algo-
rithms based on modifier adaptation 2 , for which [5] will
form a baseline.

4.1 Modifier Adaptation

Consider the case where initially one has knowledge of an
imperfect modelm, corresponding to y(·;m) : Rn → Rm

2 Note that we use a variant of the traditional modifier adap-
tation approach called output modifier adaptation. However,
we use the name modifier adaptation for simplicity.

for the plant process. The idea of modifier adaptation is
to apply correction terms to iteratively adapt the model
based on observations of the plant output. In particular,
at time k, define the modifiers εk(m) ∈ Rm and λk(m) ∈
Rm×n by

εk(m) = ypk(uk)− y(uk;m),

λk(m) =

(
∂ypk
∂u

(uk)− ∂y

∂u
(uk;m)

)
(4)

In Eq. (4), the zero-th order modifiers εk(m) correspond
to bias terms between the predicted values of the model
and the plant measurements. The first order modifiers
λk(m) represent the difference between the plant gradi-
ents and the gradients predicted by the model. Roughly
speaking, the modifiers are a measure of the difference
between the shape of the model and the plant process.

Given an initial modelm, the updated or modified model
after the k-th observation arising from a control uk is
then given by

yad,k(u;m) := y(u;m) + εk + λk(u− uk). (5)

The control input is then optimized by solving

uMA
k+1(m) = argmin

u∈U⊆Rn

φ(u,yad,k(u;m)),

s.t. g(u,yad,k(u;m)) ≤ 0.
(6)

If the model satisfies certain regularity conditions near
the vicinity of the plant optimum, modifier adaptation
guarantees that u∞ matches the plant optimum [3].

4.2 A Baseline Algorithm

Although modifier adaptation is traditionally used for
control input optimization, the modifiers contain valu-
able information about the relationship between a model
and the plant. This observation has been exploited
in [5,13] in order to perform model identification. In
particular, the modifiers can be used for discriminating
between different models, which can be helpful in cases
that there are unknown features of the process that
need to be modeled. As such, the modifiers can be used
as model quality indicators.

To this end, for a given initial model m, define the total
modifier as

ψk(m) := ‖εk(m)‖F + ‖λk(m)‖F (7)

in which, ‖·‖F indicates the Frobenius norm, which is
a non-square matrix norm defined as the square root of
the sum of the absolute squares of the matrix elements.
As such, the total modifier ψk(m) quantifies how much
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a model was adapted. As steady-state process data—
corresponding to noisy measurements of ỹk and gradi-

ent estimates ∂ỹk

∂u —is obtained during operation, an ap-
proximation of the plant steady-state can be obtained
by comparing ψk(m) for each model. In particular, a
smaller value of ψk(m) can indicate that the model is a
better approximation of the plant for production opti-
mization purposes.

Adopting this strategy yields the existing approach to
joint identification and control [5], where the following
discrete optimization problem is solved:

m?
k = argmin

m∈{1,...,M}
ψk(m) := ‖εk(m)‖F + ‖λk(m)‖F

s.t. εk(m) = ypk(uk)− y(uk;m),

λk(m) =

(
∂ypk(uk)

∂u
− ∂y(uk;m)

∂u

)
(8)

At time k, the control input is then obtained by applying
modifier adaptation using the model identified in Eq. (8).
The complete algorithm in [5] is summarized in Alg. 1
as follows.

Algorithm 1. Joint Identification and Control via the Total
Modifier [5]

1: Measure ypk(uk) and estimate
∂yp

k
(uk)

∂u via the obser-
vations as in Eq. (2).

2: Select a model m∗ ∈ {1, . . . ,M} such that the total
modifier ψk(m) is minimized via Eq. (8).

3: Use the model m∗ and corresponding modifiers
εk(m∗), λk(m∗) to compute a new optimal operat-
ing point uMA

k+1 via the modifier adaptation update
in Eq. (6).

4: Repeat from 1.

5 Proposed Algorithms

A drawback of the baseline Alg. 1 is that only infor-
mation from a single observation is used to identify the
model. On the other hand, modifier adaptation requires
a number of iterations, yielding multiple observations,
which can improve model identification accuracy. In this
section, we develop an alternative approach which ex-
ploits the information available from all modifier adap-
tation iterations.

In our approach, we first consider a new POMDP which
reduces the action space of the POMDP in Sec. 3 by
exploiting modifier adaptation:

(i) State Space: The state at time k is m∗k ∈
{1, . . . ,M}, the set of models.

(ii) Action Space: The action space at time k is indexed
by the set of models {1, . . . ,M}, where action m ∈
{1, . . . ,M} corresponds to the modifier adaptation
iteration in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) based on model m,
leading to a control uMA

k (m).

(iii) Transition Probability: The transition probabil-
ity is given by the kernel P(mk|mk−1, uk),mk ∈
{1, . . . ,M}, k = 0, . . . , n.

(iv) Observations: The observations given a control in-
put uk, are given by Eq. (2).

(v) Reward: Let β > 0. The expected reward is given
by

RK

= −E
[
K∑
k=0

φ(uk,yk(uk;m∗k)− β1mk=m∗k

]
. (9)

Observe that instead of selecting any control in U, the
control is restricted to the finite set defined by the mod-
ifier adaptation iterations corresponding to each model
mk ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Moreover, the state space is approx-
imated by the behavior modeled by each of the models
mk ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
Estimation of the transition probability requires addi-
tional information about the degradation processes in
the system. As such, we adopt a myopic approach, where
the control and model identification do not account for
future states of the system or observations. Nevertheless,
the POMDP structure of the problem implies a useful
statistic summarizing all available information is given
by the belief [31], which is a probability distribution over
the set of models m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. In particular, the be-
lief at time k is given by

ρk(m) =
p(fk|m,uk)ρk−1(m)∑

m∈{1,...,M} p(fk|m,uk)ρk−1(m)
, k > 0

(10)

where fk = (ypk(uk),
∂yp

k

∂u ) is the plant observation avail-
able at time k and p(fk|m,uk) is the probability den-
sity of the observations under model m and control uk.
Note that p(fk|m,uk) is a Gaussian density under the
observation model in Eq. (2). The belief at time k = 0,
denoted by ρ0, corresponds to a prior belief.

In the remainder of this section, we develop two algo-
rithms to perform joint production optimization and
model identification by incorporating the belief.

5.1 Expected Cost Minimization

At time k, noisy plant outputs and gradients for the in-
puts u0, . . . ,uk have been observed. As such, M modi-
fied models yad,k(u;m) defined in Eq. (5) can be com-
puted. In addition, the belief ρk is also available. Thus,
the model estimate m∗k and the control input uk+1 can
exploit this information.

In particular, it is desirable to minimize the expected
cost under the belief ρk, given by

Vk =

M∑
m=1

ρk(m)φ(uMA
k+1,yad,k(uMA

k+1;m)), (11)
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where uMA
k+1 is given in Eq. (6). The estimated model and

control input are then given by

m∗k = arg min
m∈{1,...,M}

Vk

uk+1 = uMA
k+1(m∗k). (12)

For implementing this algorithm, we replace Steps 2 and
3 of Alg. 1 by Eq. (12).

5.2 Jensen-Shannon Divergence Regularization

While the expected cost minimization algorithm exploits
current beliefs on the state of the system, it does not in-
corporate the information that may be gained from ex-
ploring other models. One measure of this information,
which has been used in optimizing the choice of sensors
in sensor networks [4], is the Jensen-Shannon divergence
defined as

JS(ρk, f(·|1,uk), . . . , f(·|M,uk))

=
M∑
m=1

ρk(m)D

(
f(·|m,uk)||

M∑
m=1

ρk(m)f(·|m,uk)

)
,

(13)

where D(·||·) is the Kullback-Leiber divergence, which
for two probability density functions q1, q2 on Rl is given
by

D(q1||q2) =

∫
Rl

∫
Rl

q1(x) log
q1(x)

q2(x)
dx. (14)

Intuitively, the Jensen-Shannon divergence is a measure
of the distance between each of the probability density
functions f(·|m,uk). As such, selecting a control that
maximizes the Jensen-Shannon divergence will yield ob-
servations that better distinguish differences between
each model. This can be interpreted as a form of explo-
ration.

Accounting for the Jensen-Shannon divergence, it is de-
sirable to minimize a regularized expected cost under
the belief ρk, given by

V JSk (u, α) = α

M∑
m=1

ρk(m)φ(u,yad,k(u;m))

− (1− α)JS(ρk, f(·|1,u), . . . , f(·|M,u)),
(15)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a weight which yields a trade-
off between exploitation (i.e., cost minimization) and
exploration (i.e., Jensen-Shannon divergence maximiza-
tion). We remark that the numerical computation of the
Jensen-Shannon divergence requires the evaluation of a
Kullback-Leibler divergence between a Gaussian proba-
bility density function and a Gaussian mixture. In order

to perform this computation, the approximations devel-
oped in [37, Eq. (2)] can be exploited.

In order to obtain the control uk+1, let

uk+1(α)

= arg minu∈U V
JS
k (u, α),

s.t. g(u,yad,k(u;m)) ≤ 0, m = 1, . . . ,M.

The control input is then given by

uk+1 = arg minα∈[0,1] uk+1(α). (16)

Note that since φ(·, ·) is non-positive, it follows that the
α corresponding to uk+1 in general satisfies α > 0. As
such, the algorithm emphasizes exploration when the
cost φ is low.

On the other hand, the estimated model can be obtained
via

m∗k = arg max
m∈{1,...,M}

ρk(m). (17)

For implementing this algorithm, we replace Steps 2 and
3 of Alg. 1 by Eq. (16) and (17), respectively.

5.3 Remark on formal guarantees and model conver-
gence

The main advantage of combining modifier adaptation
with model selection in the proposed algorithm lies in
the MA capacity to find the optimal inputs of the real
process upon convergence. MA can deal with structural
plant-model mismatch if the modifiers can be measured
or correctly estimated, and the model is adequate (i.e.
it is locally convex in the vicinity of the plant optimal
inputs [3]). The proposed algorithms will maintain this
interesting MA property if all models in the available
set are adequate in this sense. Since the plant optimum
is unknown beforehand, this could only be guaranteed a
priori by enforcing that all models are convex over the
whole feasible input space or by convexifying them (see,
e.g. [12]). Despite no proof of guaranteed convergence,
the case studies in the following section illustrate the
benefits of our algorithms when an appropriated model
set is chosen.

Considering the underlying framework of a POMDP is
intractable, we cannot provide formal theoretical guar-
antees. This presents the theoretical possibility of the
model updates ending up in a limit cycle. As discussed
in [13], unless the models in the available set are distin-
guishable (i.e. can be uniquely identified given a set of
plant measurements and gradient estimation estimates),
the model selection conclusions drawn at iteration k can
be different than those of iteration k + 1. Especially if
only local information is used. This problem is partially
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addressed by the belief update (Eq. (10)), which “aver-
ages out” local disturbances and noise realizations from
the model structure selection, and in general we expect
to see more model chattering in classical MA than the
algorithms presented here, as such. Note that, for the
specific application of this paper of identification of the
system degradation state, the models are quite distinct
as the dynamics of a degraded and healthy plant are sig-
nificantly separated, so model chattering is highly un-
likely.

6 Numerical Results

The three algorithms are applied to two case studies,
a simplified continuous stirred-tankreactor (CSTR)
and a Subsea Gas Compression Station forsubsea oil
wells. They are implemented according to the block
diagrams in Fig. 1. The codes for both case studies
are available at https://github.com/JoseMatias14/
SimultaneousIdentificationOptimization.

6.1 Case Study 1 - simplified continuous stirred-tank
reactor (CSTR)

Here, the approaches of Section 5 are implemented on
a CSTR, where reactants A and B generate product C.
The case study is based on [13].

A simplified flowsheet of the process is shown in Fig. 2.
The reactor is fed with a stream containing only A (F1)
and a second stream F2. The composition of the latter
is partially unknown. It is either purely B, or mostly B
with some impurity D. The flowrate F1 can be freely
manipulated while the F2 flowrate is determined by the
upstream process. The outlet concentrations ofB,C and
D are measured. The reaction set is unknown a priori.

Given this modelling uncertainty scenario, the following
model candidates are considered:

M1) Reaction set: A + B
k1−−→ C and 2 B

k2−−→ D
F2 contains only B.

M2) Reaction set: A + B
k3−−→ 2 C and C + 2 B

k4−−→ D
F2 contains only B

M3) Reaction set: A + B
k1−−→ C

D enters the system as an impurity in F2.

For illustration purposes, we increase the number of rival
model structures by assuming that different parameter
values represent different models. The available struc-
tures are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Available model structures

M11 M12 M13 M21 M22 M23 M31 M32 M33

k1 0.75 0.72 0.75 - - - 0.13 0.14 0.12

k2 1.20 1.20 1.50 - - - - - -

k3 - - - 0.25 0.20 0.28 - - -

k4 - - - 0.17 0.20 0.20 - - -
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Fig. 1. Block diagrams from top to bottom: Base-
line approach, Expected Cost Minimization (ECM), and
Jensen-Shannon Divergence Regularization (JSDR). The
plant is affected by disturbances dkthat can affect both the
optimal input values as well as the system degradation con-
dition.

6.1.1 Simulation setup

The operational goal is to maximize the concentration of
C at the reactor outlet. In order to achieve the best per-
formance, we can manipulate the inlet flow of reactant
F1. The reactor temperature is considered constant in
the simulation and we do not consider any operational
constraints.

The plant is represented by the structure M13. i.e. inlet
F2 contains only B, and the true reaction set is A +

B
k1−−→ C and 2 B

k2−−→ D with k1 = 0.75 [L3/(mol3

min)] and k2 = 0.75 [L3/(mol3 min)]. We consider that
the system measurements (outlet concentration of B, C

7



M3 :
A+B

k1−→ C

D as impurity

M2 :
A+B

k3−→ 2C

C + 2B
k4−→ D

M1 :
A+B

k1−→ C

2B
k2−→ D

M

Fig. 2. CSTR, where reactants A and B generate product
C. There are three available kinetic models for the reaction.

Table 2
Initial condition and parameters for the CSTR simulation.

Description Symbol Value Unit

Plant initial condition x0 =


CA,0

CB,0

CC,0

CA,0




0.7385

0.0231

0.4922

0.0308

 [mol/L]

F1 initial flow rate F1,0 8 [L/min]

Feed concentration of A CA,in 2 [mol/L]

Feed concentration of B CB,in 1.5 [mol/L]

F2 flow rate F2 5 [L/min]

and D) are corrupted by Gaussian noise with mean 0 and
variance 0.025, which leads to very noisy measurement
since the concentrations are in the range of 0.05 mol/L to
0.5 mol/L. In turn, we assume that we cannot measure
the gradients directly, and use plant experiments with
central finite differences for estimating them. For further
details on the system model, please refer to [13]. The
initial condition and additional model parameters are
summarized in Table 2.

The simulations are carried out in the MATLAB R2019b
programming environment (Mathworks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA) using the CasADi v3.4.5 extension [38] for
algorithmic differentiation. The NLP problem is solved
using IPOPT version 3.12.2 [39].

6.1.2 Results

For maximizing the production of C while identifying
the best available model structure, we implement:

(1) the approach of [5] described in Alg. 1
(2) the Expected Cost Minimization (ECM) algorithm
(3) Jensen-Shannon Divergence Regularization (JSDR)

The results are presented in Fig. 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
All figures are set up in the same format. The top plot
shows the model structure with the highest probability
of being the “true” one. Then, we show the probability
associated with each model structure of Table 1. Next,
we present the value of the control F1 computed by the
approach. In this plot, we also show the true optimum
values as a dotted line. For the ECM and JSDR, we also
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Fig. 3. Results of the approach of [5] (see Alg. 1) applied to
Case Study 1.

plot the baseline solution for comparison. The bottom
plot shows the measured concentration of C as a full line
and the true value (without noise) as circles. We also
indicate the optimal concentration of C as a dotted line.

Baseline approach: We see that Alg. 1 easily discards
the model structures M2 and M3. However, the remain-
ing modelsM11,M12 andM13 are indistinguishable with
this approach. The causes are: (i) they yield similar pre-

dictions of y and ∂y
∂u for the same value of u; and (ii) we

only use local noisy information to identify the model.
Regarding the production optimization, we note that F1

oscillates due to the noisy measurement, but it converges
to the plant optimum even when the algorithm chooses
an incorrect model. This result is a direct consequence
of using Modifier Adaptation for optimizing the plant.
If we used a production optimization method that could
not cope with plant-model mismatch, the system would
very likely converge to a sub-optimal point. We see that,
between iterations 20 − 35 and 37 − 45, the trajectory
deviates from the optimal point due to noisy measure-
ments that affect the gradient estimation. Nonetheless,
the optimization strategy is able to bring the plant back
to the optimum in both cases.

Expected Cost Minimization: for implementing this
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Fig. 4. Results of the Expected Cost Minimization applied
to Case Study 1.

approach, we need to compute the belief vector ρk for
the Bayesian update in Eq. (10). In order to do so, we
need to determine the probability density function of the
estimates p(fk|m,uk), which can be challenging in real
implementation. Here, we assume they follow a Gaussian
distribution. To calculate the covariance of both mea-
surements and gradients estimates, we record data from
100 genuine independent observations. For ρ0, we used
a non-informative prior ρM11

0 = . . . = ρM33
0 = 1/9.

By using a Bayesian updating strategy, we can properly
identify the best model structure after a certain number
of iterations (top plot of Fig. 4). ECM alternates be-
tween structures M11, M12, and M13 in the beginning of
the simulation. This is due to a lack of information about
the underlying process. Regarding the production opti-
mization results (third plot), the computed F1 does not
deviate significantly from the baseline case. The main
reason is that we “adapt” the selected model based on
the plant information using the modifiers according to
Eq. (5). Hence, the chosen model structure contribution
is mostly limited to the second and higher order informa-
tion. Since there is little mismatch among the structures
M11, M12, and M13, the optimal values of F1 computed
using these structures are, thus, similar.
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Fig. 5. Results of the Jensen-Shannon Divergence Regular-
ization approach applied to Case Study 1.

Jensen-Shannon Divergence Regularization: We
start the analysis of the performance of this approach by
considering the third plot. The value of F1 is computed
based on a distribution over α, which is represented by
the red region. The upper bound corresponds to α = 1,
favoring an optimization step (see Eq. (16)). In turn, the
lower bound is α = 0, which aims to solely optimize the
information for selecting the model structure. We see
that the first input is chosen in a region where the model
predictions differ the most (α→ 0). Consequently, after
iteration 2, we discard all models with the wrong struc-
ture from the available set (probability → 0 in the sec-
ond plot). Next, JSDR favors the “production optimiza-
tion steps” (α → 1). The reason is that the most likely
models, M12 and M13, are very similar. Thus, exploring
the plant to discriminate between them is not advanta-
geous. Note that, in this case study, the first input moves
are very aggressive in order to differentiate between the
model structures, which incidentally improves the opti-
mal value tracking. However, this cannot be generalized.

6.1.3 Comparison between strategies

By using the ECM and the JSDR, we can significantly
improve the model selection without affecting the pro-
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duction optimization performance. This is despite the
presence of noisy measurements and with almost equiv-
alent model candidates in the available set.

The distinguishability of the models in the available set
influences the identification step. The available model
structures should be associated with a specific phe-
nomenon and/or assumption (e.g. different reaction
sets). Thus, it is expected that with a given sequence of

measurements yp and gradient estimates
∂yp

∂u , a unique
model structure can be selected. In practice, however,
there is a possibility of model chattering occurring due
to noisy measurements and gradient estimation errors
(see Fig. 3). This highlights the importance of exploring
the feasible input space in order to improve the selection
between rival model structures, which is done by ECM
and JSDR approaches.

We remark that even for ECM and JSDR, the appear-
ance of model chattering may arise when there is not a
single model associated with a much stronger belief; i.e.,
a standout model that best fits recent observations. This
only arises when the models are close near the control
maximising the expected cost (which is approximately
found via MA based on any of the models). However, in
the applications we are considering, this scenario should
not arise. As a consequence, while we cannot rule out
model chattering, we believe that it is not a critical issue
and highlight that significant chattering did not appear
in any of the case studies that were considered.

One challenge for implementing both approaches is
determining the probability density function for the
Bayesian update. If a Gaussian probability density
function is assumed, the challenge becomes calculat-
ing the gradient estimate covariance. Obtaining data
from genuine independent experiments can be difficult
in practice. Note, however, that it is not necessary to
use the gradients for model discrimination, but it im-
proves the distinguishability between competing model
structures [13].

Finally, solving Eq. (16) online using a large scale model
when several structures are available is not a trivial task.
If the Gaussian approximation cannot be applied, the
resulting expression for the Kullback Leibler divergence
can become intractable for NLP solvers such as IPOPT.
In this case, different optimization methods can be used,
such as Bayesian optimization, Monte Carlo Optimiza-
tion, or Genetic algorithms, which, however, suffer from
slower computational performance to obtain a solution.

6.2 Case Study 2 - Subsea Gas Compression Station for
subsea oil wells

Here, we show a possible application of the proposed
approaches to equipment condition monitoring. Subsea
boosting stations are important in production fields
where the reservoir natural pressure is not enough to
drive the extracted fluids from the seafloor to the sea
level facilities. Additionally, by installing compression
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Fig. 6. Subsea Gas Compression Station. The controls and
measurements are indicated. Adapted from [1].

stations, the production can be transported over greater
distances, and separation steps can be moved onshore.
A simplified flowsheet is shown in Fig. 6.

There are different configurations of boosting stations.
The case study deals with a single-phase compres-
sion/pumping, where the oil and gas mixture is divided
in a separator. Then, a pump is used for increasing the
liquid pressure, and a wet gas compressor for the gas
pressure. A wet-gas compressor is necessary because
of the liquid carry-over due to separation inefficiency
(gas-volume-fraction from 0.95 to 1). After the boosting
phase, the gas and liquid are recombined and sent to
the top facilities through a pipeline. A detailed system
description is given in [1].

The modelling uncertainty considered in this case study
is related to the compressor degradation. We assume
that its efficiency ν decreases with time. Since the com-
pressor is complex with lots of moving parts, it is prone
to break faster than the other system components and it
is defined as the system’s critical piece of equipment. The
compressor states are modeled by one “healthy state”
(H) and two “degraded states” (D1 and D2), in which
the second one represents a heavily damaged compres-
sor and the first an intermediate stage of degradation.
The resulting three efficiency curves of the compressor
are shown Fig. 6.

We assume ν remains unchanged for given periods and,
between them, the efficiency degrades linearly like in
Fig. 7. For example, we compute νplant as:

νplant = (1− d)νH + dνD1
(18)

where d = (k − 50)/(100− 50) and k is the SS iteration
number). Note that in this intermediary state, there is
no “true” model in the available set.

6.2.1 Simulation set-up

We want to maximize the ratio between compressor
flowrate and power (φ = Qcomp/Pcomp). Since it repre-
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Fig. 7. Compressor degradation.

sents the transported volume per energy unit, this func-
tion is an indirect indicator of the compressor efficiency.
The economic optimization problem also considers an
operating constraint on the compressor outlet pressure
(Pcp ≥ 10 MPa) for flow assurance.

The system has two manipulated variables (reservoir
choke opening vch and normalized compressor flowrate
Qcp). They are indicated as gray circles in Fig. 6. The
measured variables are also indicated in the figure. They
are summarized in Table 3. The model representing the
plant can be found in [1].

Table 3
Initial condition and parameters for the Subsea Gas Com-
pression Station simulation.

Symbol Description

Pro Reservoir pressure

Qro Reservoir volumetric flow

Pch Choke outlet pressure

Pcp Compressor outlet pressure

Tcp Compressor outlet temperature

ηcp Compressor power flow rate

Qp Pump inlet volumetric flowrate

ηp Pump power

We assume that the measurement noise comes from a
normal distribution with zero mean and standard de-
viation of 0.5 % of the current value for the meas. For
estimating the system gradients, we use plant experi-
ments with central finite differences as in Case Study
with h = 0.05.

We simulate the system for 220 steady-state (SS) cycles,
in which the compressor efficiency changes from νH →
νD1 → νD2 as shown in Fig. 7. The system is affected
by regular process disturbances. The reservoir pressure
Pro oscillates between 11 MPa and 12 MPa every 50 SS
periods as shown in Fig. 8. We use the same software
and solvers as in Case Study 1.
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Fig. 8. Reservoir pressure disturbance.

6.2.2 Results

The main goal is to use the proposed approaches to mon-
itor the compressor health. In a subsea system, perform-
ing maintenance is costly as it requires specialized lifting
vessels, specific weather conditions, and available spare
modules. Moreover, maintenance stops lead to long pro-
duction halts and large production losses. Therefore, un-
planned equipment breakdown is very undesirable in this
systems.

In this case study, we assume that a maintenance stop
is already scheduled at the 220th SS period. However, if
the heavily degraded compressor state is identified for
10 consecutive SS periods, the production is shut down
to avoid the wearing out of the compressor. Operat-
ing with a degraded compressor can cause critical and
permanent damage to its bearings and shaft, degrading
these parts beyond repair. Therefore, it is desirable that
the approaches do not misidentify the compressor state,
which can cause a premature production shutdown and
significantly affect the system profitability.

In Fig. 9, we compare the performance of the three ap-
proaches. The three top plots show, respectively, the
model choice of the baseline method, the model probabil-
ity cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the Ex-
pected Cost Minimization and for the Jensen-Shannon
Divergence Regularization approaches. Note that, after
the 10th consecutive identification of state D2, the pro-
duction is shut down. In the CDF plots, the shut down
is indicated by all the model probabilities going to zero.
We see that the ECM is superior to the baseline case
regarding the medium degradation (D1) model identifi-
cation. Instead of chattering between the models, it is
able to differentiate H and D1 with probability→ 1. In
turn, both the baseline and ECM are very conservative
for the identification of the heavily degraded model (D2)
when compared to the JSDR approach.

Such improvement on the model structure identification
comes with an associated penalization to the economic
performance. By analyzing the trajectory of the manip-
ulated variable vch (plots 4 to 6), we see that the profiles
of the three approaches are similar, except near the 140th

SS period. Here, the JSDR deviates from the others be-
cause the method “forces” the exploration of the feasible
space, which pays off in the long run since the method
does not misidentify model D2. Note that we show the
profiles of only one of the manipulated variables. Due
to the nature of the optimization problem, the compres-
sor outlet pressure constraint is always active. Thus, the
other manipulated variable, Qcp, is used for constraint
tracking and kept practically constant during the simu-
lation.

In the JSDR plot, we also show a red region indicating
the optimal vch when α = 0.05 (upper bound) and 0.95
(lower bound). After iteration 160, this region widens.
This indicates that there is a considerable advantage,
in terms of model identification, if we probe the plant
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Fig. 9. Results of Baseline algorithm of [5], Expected Cost
Minimization, the Jensen-Shannon Divergence Regulariza-
tion approaches applied to Case Study 2.

towards the lower bound (α → 1). In other words, it
is not expected that the model D1 and D2 predictions
diverge significantly if we take only “production opti-
mization steps”. Although the JSDR approach still fa-
vors “production optimization steps”, staying near the
region lower bound (α → 1), the inputs are still infor-
mative enough to yield accurate model identification. In
turn, the other approaches cannot capture this trade-off
and indicate the need of a shut down.

Plot 7 in Fig. 9 shows the economic function difference,
which is calculated as φ−φbaseline. We see that the ECM

underperforms in the beginning, due to initial explo-
ration. On the other hand, the economic performance of
the ECM is nearly identical to the baseline case, which
corroborates the findings of the previous case study.
Next, the bottom plot shows the total oil production of
the well. We clearly see that the premature shut down
of the plant, caused by erroneous model identification,
leads to a loss of an opportunity to extract oil from the
well and significantly decreases the system’s profitabil-
ity.

6.2.3 Practical implementation challenges

For successfully implementing the proposed algorithms
in practice, two different challenges need to be faced. The
first is related to gradient estimation and the second one
to selecting the degradation models in the available set.

As mentioned in Section 4.1, estimating the plant gra-
dients is difficult and the need to infer them from plant
measurements is one of the greatest pitfalls for imple-
menting MA in practice [11]. In spite of this issue, MA
has been successfully implemented on industrially rele-
vant systems such as an experimental solid-oxide fuel-
cell stack [40], Leaching process [11], and a Flotation
column [41]. The results in these papers show that es-
timating plant gradients in practice is an active field of
research, and significant efforts have been made to over-
come this problem. Specifically for the proposed algo-
rithms, including plant gradient information avoids is-
sues such like non-uniqueness of model structures. How-
ever, this information is not strictly necessary for iden-
tifying the model structures [13].

Regarding the subsea equipment degradation models,
the biggest challenge is the lack of real-life time-to-failure
data to obtain the models in the first place [42]. Usually
lab data is available, but the results do not fit to realis-
tic operating conditions. However, PHM applied to sub-
sea processes has received much attention due to more
stringent operating requirements and the competition of
renewable energy sources (see [22] for a detailed review).
This means that our algorithms can take advantage of
this trend and contribute to improve subsea operations
sustainability, taking into account both economic and
safety aspects. Clearly, the proposed algorithms are not
restricted to subsea processing. Industries, where PHM
is better established (e.g. aviation and energy [43]) can
also profit from the algorithms.

7 Conclusion

In recent years there has been an increased attention
to the possibility of using Reinforcement Learning tech-
niques to aid data-driven optimal control. Of course the
mathematical link between Bellman dynamic program-
ming and reinforcement learning is clear [44], however,
typically a true dynamic programming solution is in-
tractable. Optimal control and reinforcement learning
had thus diverged in approximating and solving noisy
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models using a combination of optimization and filter-
ing (optimal control) or supervised learning and approx-
imated value and policy iterations (reinforcement learn-
ing). Conceptually, bringing these two disciplines to-
gether exhibits strong motivating intuition [45].

In this work, we have developed new algorithms for joint
production optimization and model identification.By
exploiting modifier adaptation within a reinforcement
learning framework, our approach reduces an other-
wise uncountable action space to practical procedures
amenable to repeated online computation. While ex-
isting work in [5,13] also proposed methods based on
modifier adaptation, the resulting algorithm did not
fully exploit all available information from all controls.
As such, illustrated in two case studies based on a
chemical reactor and subsea oil and gas exploration, our
algorithms yield similar control cost while substantially
improving the accuracy of model identification. As costs
associated with system degradation, such as shutdown,
have a large impact on process viability, we expect our
methods may significantly reduce operational risk.
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